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Some  
thoughts... 

Good follow up makes sense, for everyone involved 

I wasn’t going to write this, but my wife 

reminded me that I always feel better 

when I get things off my chest and of 

course, I can always delete it before it is 

sent out.  
 

It is all to do with follow up.  I recently 

had a frustrating experience with a    

Manchester based agent who had  a 

property for sale. We were interested in 

it so I emailed to tell him and also to  

request some additional information.              

I listed out what we needed and waited 

for a reply.  
 

Three days later and no reply.  Mmmm, 

I thought to myself, perhaps his email 

isn’t working so I had better send him      

another one.  Another day and still no 

reply so I tried texting him - still nothing.  
 

Finally, I had to resort to that long          

forgotten method of communication that 

no-one under thirty seems to have 

heard of - I called him on the phone.  

You guessed it - straight to his                   

answering service. 

 

We didn’t end up buying the property 

and it appears it had gone under         

offer at the same time as we expressed 

our interest.  I assumed the lack of reply 

was because he felt there was nothing 

to be gained by responding. Short 

sighted? Definitely, as I won’t use him  

in the future.  (In fairness, I should say 

here that not all agents are like this.) 
 

As our clients will hopefully agree, I 

really believe in good follow up. Even 

when there is nothing obvious to be 

gained by doing so, responding quickly 

to people is common courtesy.  People 

may not always like the reply, but at 

least they get one and are treated             

with a degree of respect.. 
 

It works on both sides of the fence.         

It is frustrating to meet a prospective   

client for the first time, spend forty five             

minutes with them and then have them 

not bother to reply my follow up emails.  
 

Ah, I can hear some people thinking 

that it must be tough being a developer 

and adviser (well, perhaps not….), and 

yes, I am probably just an old                

fashioned guy who is having a bad hair 

day and a bit of a moan.   
 

The reality is that our clients seem to 

appreciate our prompt follow up  and 

the vast majority are good at                    

responding to us. For that we are              

grateful and thank them for their                  

support. 
 

However, I do need to find a way of    

getting some agents and prospective 

clients to respond, as buying the             

cof fees doesn ’ t  a lways  work .                

All printable suggestions will be         

gratefully received. 
 

I feel better for writing that and since I 

always do what my wife says, I had bet-

ter find the delete button before this 

goes out….. 

Good follow up is good business 

Ignore Trump, invest in the USA 

Three years ago we put together a                

private syndicate, which bought a            

commercial property in Chicago. It has 

gone extremely well and we are about to 

launch another. Scroll down for an update. 

 

The HMO sector is undergoing a                

transformation and we have included an 

article on licensing and Article 4s, which 

potential investors should find interesting. 
 

Tony Davies 

Managing Director  
info@stdavidgroup.com   www.stdavidgroup.com 
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Who to believe? 

House prices beat expectations to grow at their fastest pace in more than 

two years according to Halifax, but economists raised questions about the 

reliability of the mortgage lender’s data.  

A series of indicators have pointed to a slowing housing market but Halifax 

said that prices grew by 5.2% on an annual basis in the three months to 

May, up from 5%t annual growth in the three months to April. This was the 

highest rate of growth since January 2017. 

Halifax said that prices rose by 0.5% in the month to May. Russell Galley, 

managing director, said that the overall message was one of stability. 

“Despite the ongoing political and economic uncertainty, underlying              

conditions in the broader economy continue to underpin the housing            

market, particularly the twin factors of high employment and low interest 

rates,” he said. 

The Halifax figures also contrast sharply with the Nationwide Building             

Society index, which estimated that prices rose by only 0.2% in the month 

to May, lower than the 0.5% stated by Halifax. Official figures from the          

Office for National Statistics (ONS) show that house prices fell by 0.2% 

month-on-month in March, a seventh successive drop. 

On an annual basis Nationwide said that house price growth had slowed to 

0.6% in May and the ONS figures for the year to March came in at 1.4%. 

A slow, steady or falling market in the depth of uncertainty over 

Brexit? In the meantime, rents keep rolling in……. 

Congestion and rising rents 

Mention congestion and you think of 

traffic and pollution — but a different 

kind of gridlock could be pushing up 

house prices and rents.  

Figures from Haart Estate Agency 

show the number of buyers up 5.4% 

on this time last year, but stock falls 

across England and Wales of 3%.  

This means there are 12 buyers for 

every home on the market, rising to 

28 in London. 

The UK rental market saw a 6.5% 

year-on-year increase in new tenant 

registrations: this translates to seven 

tenants per buy-to-let listed, with 

rental prices down 3.6% on 2018.  

“The sluggish movers’ market is 

boosting competition rental stock, 

pushing up returns for landlords,” 

says Paul Smith, CEO of Haart. 

Good news for landlords but not           

for tenants. 

The good news about the                  

number of houses being built 

The number of new homes being 

built in Britain is at its highest 

level in a decade.   

An additional net 222,000        

dwellings were created in the 12 

months to the end of March last 

year, taking the total number of 

homes to 24.2 million, a increase 

of 0.93%, according to the               

Ministry of Housing,                

Communities and Local Govt.  

Young people are falling behind 

Young people may be struggling to 

get on the property ladder, but older 

generations are accumulating huge 

amounts of property wealth, research 

shows. 

More than one in ten people in          

Britain own second homes, buy-to-let 

or overseas properties worth £941 

billlion, up more than 50% this              

century, according to a report from 

the Resolution Foundation think tank.     

The young are failing to match the 

home ownership rates of previous 

generations, with 37% of people born 

in the 1980s having property wealth 

at the age of 29, compared with 50% 

of those born in the 1960s. Those 

who do own are more likely to have 

more than one property. 

According to the report, buy-to-let 

property is by far the most common 

form of additional property wealth 

built up by owners, showing an        

increase of 58% since 2006-08.  

While 970,000 people have overseas            

properties, unchanged since 2008, 

1.9 million people have buy-to-lets. 

The UK is becoming a nation of        

renters. 

At 222,000, the number of new dwellings is at the highest level since 2008, 

when Britain was building 224,000 a year. Housebuilding dried up after the 

financial crisis and continued to fall until 2014, when concerted government 

policy started to drive up the numbers of new homes again. 

The bad news is that the UK needs at least  300,000 built every year, 

so the country added 78,000 to the ever growing shortfall last year. 



Majestic Topping -  our next project 

We have acquired our next Majestic 

project, which is in Topping Street, 

Bury, Greater Manchester.  
 

Majestic Topping is a former                    

warehouse building which we will             

totally refurbish.  

 

We have several schemes under    

consideration, with the likelihood of 

the building being converted to thirty 

seven self contained studio                

apartments. 
 

There is strong demand in the 

Bury area for smaller, self    

contained studios that appeal 

to the affordable living sector  

Importantly, we expect the 

completed units to show an 

attractive rental yield for our 

clients. 

 

We turned this………                             into this  

We are now going to turn this……         into this  

Majestic Victoria 

Majestic Topping 
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A ‘small house in multiple occupation (HMO)’ Is a house lived in by between three and six 

unrelated individuals who share at least one basic amenity, i.e. kitchen, bathroom or toilet.  

It does not require planning consent unless there is an Article 4 in place.  An Article 4           

restricts permitted development rights and is usually adopted where councils want to           

restrict the development of new co-living/HMO properties for reasons such as over supply 

and retention of family homes. 

The government has recently introduced mandatory licensing for houses and flats that are 

occupied by five or more persons and form two or more separate households.                     

The government has also established minimum sizes for bedrooms, which now need to be 

a minimum of 6.51 m2 for one person over ten years of age and 10.22 m2 for two persons 

over ten years of age. 

acol properties typically accommodate four people and do not fall within the government’s 

mandatory licensing requirements.   

However, some councils require a property to be licensed if it is rented by at least three 

people who are not from one ‘household’ (for example a family), but share facilities like the 

bathroom and kitchen.   

Some councils have also adopted ‘selected licensing’ for specific streets where they want 

to control standards of accommodation.  The application process is straight forward and 

the conditions imposed are not onerous and do not adversely affect  the letting and            

management of the properties 

 

HMO Licensing and Article 4 
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We are currently refurbishing a house in Greater Manchester for 
one of our long standing clients and converting it to an acol               
affordable co-living/HMO house. 
 
The refurbishment work is on schedule and we expect the finished 
property to show a net rental yield of around 8% p.a.  

‘Project’ properties where we assist clients to buy houses on the open market and then oversee the                        

refurbishment and subsequent letting and management of them. 

 

‘Ready to go’ properties that we have bought, fully refurbished and tenanted.   By undertaking this process 

we remove the potential risk for our clients of cost overruns and time delays for refurbishment and finding            

tenants.    Our clients will own a ‘ready to go’ property which will immediately produce rental income. 

 

The investment level for an acol property is around £150,000 and for an acol+ property (all rooms are en-suited), it 

starts from £250,000. 
 

For further information please contact us 

We have two options for our acol properties: 

We are extremely selective about who we form business relationships with,                 

especially in markets where we do not have an ‘on the ground’ presence.  Almost 

four years ago we began discussing opportunities with a party based in Chicago, 

which specialized in the commercial sector. 

After visiting the city and meeting everyone involved three years ago, we offered 

our first USA   commercial property private syndicate. Since then our USA partner 

has acted as the ’hands on’ link with the appointed property managers and we have been more than satisfied with the 

professionalism shown and the results that have been achieved.  

Over the past three years yields have fallen as the economy has kicked on and there have been few projects that 

have met our strict and somewhat conservative investment criteria.  The good news is that several opportunities have 

to come to light recently and after due diligence, and in association with our USA partners, we will be offering these to 

our clients in the coming months. These will primarily be in greater Chicago and surrounding regions and we expect to 

achieve low risk, 6% net yields. 

Most of our clients do not know the USA market, but they know us and the way we approach our private syndicate 

projects.  We make a firm commitment to handle all matters from acquisition through to eventual sale. It is called 

‘peace of mind’, which helps us establish long term relationships with them. 

As part of a diversified investment portfolio which will show an attractive net yield and have a three to five year               

investment time frame, our USA property syndicates are great opportunities.  All our projects are on a ‘first come, first 

served basis’, so to register your interest please contact us. 

 

 



This newsletter is not an invitation to the     

general public to invest in a  St David private 

syndicate. For further information on our  

activities and how you can become a client, 

please contact us.  

The articles and comments contained herein reflect 

the personal views of the author (our MD).                             

No offence is intended to any party. 

 

The five rights                         
of property investment 

Invest in the right property in the right 
location at the right time for the right 
price from the right developer/adviser 

Now for something a little lighter 

Did you know? 

Millennials spent £3.47bn buying property in central London in 2018 (Knight Frank) 

There was a 9.2% increase in new property listings in May compared with the previous month (Housesimple) 

The average shortfall between asking price and sale price on homes sold between June 2018 and June 2019 in south

-west London was £85,142 (Hamptons) 

The increase in the number of surveyors that saw a fall in the average price of homes they sold in May compared to 

April was 10%. (RICS UK) 

 

Thought of the month 
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They must have just           
got our newsletter! 

As astute investors will know, when it 
comes to decision making…..     

 

  “I am the master of my fate/I am the 
captain of my soul.”  

 

From the poem Invictus, by                        
William Ernest Henley 

 

Our MD, Tony Davies, will not be 
in Asia during July and August  
 

He and the team will still be       
working over the summer 
months in the UK.  
 

If you would like to meet them 
then, or him in Asia in                
September, please let us know.  

 

London is a multi-cultural city and our team reflects this.  
There are six of us in the office and our parents are all 
from different parts the world: 

 

England  ;  Hong Kong  ;  St Lucia                             
India/Uganda  ;  Myanmar  ;  Wales 

 

Regardless of origin, everyone thinks London is a great 
place to live and work (and invest of course).  
 

Apart from that we are a pretty diverse team, with two 
supporting Cardiff City, one going for Notts Forest, one 
who prefers rugby, and two who had bored expressions 
when asked.  We realise this isn’t perfect and are working 
on converting them all to Bluebird suppoerters. 
 

We expect our next team member to be from………? 

If you know anyone who might be interested in              
reading our newsletter, please forward it to them 
or forward us their email address. Your support 

will be greatly appreciated. 


